By Phil LaVelle
Being stuck indoors, in a cinderblock -walled
dorm, no less, is nobody’s idea of fun - except
when there’s a man across the street with a rifle.
Residents of Moulder Hall were told by
university police on Sunday afternoon to stay
indoors for that very reason. It may have been
boring, but it was believed to be safer than being
outside.
At 3:50 p.m., San Jose police officers
responded to a call placed by a citizen who said a
man was seen driving down S. Tenth Street with
a rifle sticking out his car window.
At about the same time, university police
received a similar call. By this time, the man
had entered a house on S. Tenth Street and was
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allegedly sticking the gun out a winaow.
"We were coming back to Moulder Hall after
eating, and as we were walking in, a community
service officer told us that if we valued our lives,
we wouldn’t go outside again," Monin Mendoz
said.
Mendoza, a 22-year-old senior and a friend,
20-year-old Alexandria Lara, had just finished
moving back into Moulder Hall after the Easter
break. Neither of them expected to be in the
middle of what happened Sunday.
"When we came back to the dorms, we saw
some San Jose cops, but we didn’t make
anything of it," Lara said. "From our windows,
which face Tenth Street, we saw a couple of San
Jose Police patrol cars. They didn’t have their

lights on and it was totally silent - so we didn’t
know anything was happening, until the guy told
us not logo outside."
San Jose Police officers on the scene apprehended a man and confiscated three rifles
from inside the house on 406S. Tenth St.
When university police received their call,
they didn’t know San Jose police were also
responding. So, with San Jose Police already on
the scene, university officers stayed near the
dormitory area, ready to keep students away
from shots if any were to be fired.
"As it was, it was all over by the time we got
there," Sgt. W. A. Lane of the university police
said.
But no shots were fired, and the man, whose
name wasn’t revealed was cited and released.

The final results are in on
the number of studens
enrolled at SJSU this semster.
According to statistics
compiled by institutional
studies, 23,693 students
enrolled at SJSU during the
spring semester.
The number represents

figures within the estimated
projection that the university
anticipated, yet still follows a
continuing downward trend in
enrollment, according to the
office of J. Handel Evans
executive vice president.
Figures from 1979 showed
an enrollment of 25,299; 198081,24,626; and 1981-82, 24,320.
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Student’s lawsuit
may be dismissed
By Dave Lewis
Laura Hylton’s grade-change lawsuit against SJSU took another small
step forward yesterday in Santa Clara County Superior Court.
Judge William Fernandez told lawyers representing both sides that he
would take a request for a summary judgment, i.e., look into the merits of
dismissing the charges against SJSU without going to trial.
In February, Hylton filed the suit against SJSU and then communications associate professor Serena Wade for what Hylton believed was
an unfair grade in one of Wade’s classes.
The suit sought to raise Hylton’s grade in "Research Methods in Communications" from a B to an A-. Hylton also sought $125,000 in damages for
"emotional and physical distress."
On Feb. 19, Judge Bruce Allen heard arguments from both sides and
then ruled Hylton was not eligible to receive any form of cash compensation
as a result of the suit.
At that time, Judge Allen also said the court would accept a request for a
summary judgment from Gordon Zane, a state deputy attorney general who
is representing SJSU in the case.
The California Attorney General’s Office is the usual representative for
the university in legal action. The office also handles the defense in most
other actions against state agencies.
It is not known how soon the ruling will be handed down by Judge Fernandez. According to David Grey, SJSU media law instructor, "It could take
a few days, it could take a few months. It all depends on what the judge
wants to do."
by Gdry Buck

Building dedicated
to department founder

Dwight Bentel, founder of SJSU’s journalism department. Gail
Fullerton, SJSU president, and Lyn Nofziger, former advisor to
President Reagan. all at the banquet following the dedication of
Dwight Bente! Hall.

Grey added that he thought the judge would reach a decision on the
summary judgment fairly soon.
If the judge does not find in favor of the university the case may proceed
to a jury trial, according to the court clerk’s office.
Hylton’s lawyer Andrew Olsson, reached shortly after Monday’s court
appearance, refused to comment on the case.
Neither Wade nor Zane could be reached for comment.

Schedule of classes involves untold months of preparation
By Jon S%artz
A flock of students are drawn to
it year after year, hoping to purchase it in an overcrowded Spartan
Bookstore.
This year will not be an exception. The fall 1982 schedule of
classes edition is scheduled to go on
sale April 26 and will feature class
listings and administrative information covering all of next
semester.
Yet, very few people are aware
of the time and effort that goes into
accumulating, deciphering and
organizing a list of over 5,000 classes
in a 124-page format.

Mary Lawrence, registration
coordinator and the force behind the
schedule of classes, said her job
begins four months before the actual
publication of the schedule.
There are primarily two sections
that appear in the schedule of
classes, Linda Tomasso, assistant
director of records said. They are
the class schedules themselves,
which comprise a bulk of the book,
and the informational pages that
appear in the front and back section
of the book, some 20 pages.
"At the beginning of January, I
submit requests to all of the

departments asking them to send
their class schedules," Lawrence
said. "They send back that information about a month-and-a -half
before publication."
The accumulated class pages are
then transferred from their computer-structured informational tape
into readable words. That conversion is handled by a San Francisco-based data company. Tomasso
said.
The tape disc to page transformation can alter ordinary type
into bold face type and highlight
certain areas on the page, a far cry
from the dull, grey bevy of lines that

hindered class schedules of past
years.
The class schedule pages take
up a majority of the book, Lawrence
said, leaving about 20 pages for
informational and administrative
content.
The class schedule pages are
currently being typeset in Southern
California.
The informational and administrative content ( final exams,
student rights and university
regulations) is sent to various
departments responsible for the
particular issues. Those departments are obliged to send back in-

formation with the option of keeping
programs as is, or altering policies.
Once this is accomplished,
Lawrence said, the information is
organizied and sent to University
Communications Inc. in New Jersey
where it is typeset.
The New Jersey company also
arranges national advertising in the
class schedule, according to
Lawrence. She said that the national
ad r are placed in the schedule by the
company because the ads offset the
other costs imposed by the
typesetting procedures.
"As far as the national ads are

concerned, we look for collegerelated material," Lawrence said.
"We’ve only rejected a few, ones
that were, we felt, sexist."
Lawrence further pointed out
that 20 to 30 other schools, including
four other CSUC schools sent
material to the New Jersey company lobe typeset.
Tomasso said that once the class
listingis over, Lawrence is
responsbile in seeing that informational pages and class listings
are done on time and "that the whole
thing is done by deadline."
continued on page 3

Radical alumnus enters mainstream
By Scott Shifrel
"I haven’t changed a bit," said
the thickly bearded man with long,
black hair as he peered into the face
of an old friend at the Spartan Pub.
"Can’t you tell?"
What you couldn’t tell from
looking at Michael Medina former
A.S. radical president and SJSU
alumnus - he was an instituion
here - is that he is going to Harvard
Law School.
He was back for a week’s visit,
reigning in the pub as old
acquaintances, political allies and
fellow partiers walked over and
greeted the t-shirted, pot-bellied
politician.
The first-year law student
looked more like a deranged
motorcyclist -- even with his
"Camp So-Sue -Me" shirt on.
Perhaps it was irnoic that spring
break at Harvard coincided with
A.S. elections at SJSU.
As he sat there ruling over beer
and peanuts, it wasn’t difficult to
think back to a year when Medina
ruled over the AS.
Two years ago, this seeming
throw-back to the 1960s was involved
in nearly every campus activist
cause. He started Save Our Structures (SOS), which successfully
foght the demolition of the
Socioliogy Building.
He worked with the statewide
STOP 9 coalition that helped defeat

Howard Jarvis’ Proposition 9.
He helped compose the new AS.
Constituiton, wrote for the Independent Weekly, was an AS.
councilman, then A.S. attornel
general. He was involved in so many
things he said he couldn’t name
them all.
And of course, the climax to
Medina’s career was the AS.
presidency, 1980-81, where he ruled
over one of the most liberal student
government’s in years.
He received more flack for
leaning to the left than current A.S.
President Tony Robinson has gotten
for leaning to the right.

happened,- he said, guzzeling down
some Budweiser.
"There is a historical lack of
coninuity in student government.
"Things go in cycles. There is a
series of conservative adminstrations and then a series of
liberal adrninstrations.
The burly Chicano doesn’t get
too excited talking about the good ol’
days. "The fights for the U-grade,
student input on retention tenure
promotion and other committees,
the camera issue, and tuiton are all
battles he seems to not care about
anymore.
"These things have a tendency

People come from different places
but they come out the same in the end
Medina’s adminstration was
well known for funding the Committee in Solidarity with El
Salvador, boycotting Coors beer,
and supporting other "leftist"
causes.
Robinson’s administration will
probably be remembered for the
Rev Center and the triumphant
Homecoming celebration.
So how does Medina feel about
all this? What is he doing at Harvard
anyway? Where is he headed?
"People don’t remember what

to fly out your ears as soon as you
walk out the door," he said. "It’s
surprising how incidental it all is."
What counts now, he said, is
"drugs and sex and rock ’n’ roll."
At Harvard law School Medina
said, he is one of three people with
long hair. He said there are 500
people in his freshman class and
1,500 total.
"People come from all different
places Ito go to Han’artli but they
all come out the same at the other
end."

"The shock will come in the
third year" when he still has long
hair, he said.
But the self-styled activist
claims to be different from his
classmates.
"The school’s O.K., but not the
students," he said. "They think
being a student is just being a
student.
"All preps," he said contemptibly. "I haven’t seen a woman
in six months who hasn’t had a
monogram sweater on with a plaid
skirt and beads."
People go to Harvard to become
lawyers, Medina said cracking open
a peanut, Just to get three-piece suit
and briefcase. But other than
wrapping fish with it, Medina isn’t
specific about what he wants to do
with his degree.
"I can’t really make a living at
being a lawyer because I’m not
willing to change," he ruminated.
Politics again?
"I was lucky to get elected
here," out of the side of his mouth.
"There was enough people to know
me to know I know what I’m doing."
Besides, the heavyset Harvardite
explained, he does not have the
"looks- of a politician.
So what then?
Journalism.
Medina gets most excited
talking about his journalistic
continued on page 8

Mike Medina, former A.S. president, current Harvard law
student, recently returned to his old stomping grounds
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Federal funds a necessity

Disabled children need help
Parents of developmentally disabled children
will be confronted with a
new dilemma in June.
Public infant programs for
these children will no
longer exist.
The Federal Law PI,94-

facilites will be affected by
future cutbacks.
An example of such a
program would be the
Atypical Infant Motivation
program ’AIM).
This program cares for
and educates these

By
Vivian Vasquez
Staff Writer

142 mandates all handicapped children are
entitled to an education.
However, due to cutbacks initiated by the
Reagan administration,
disabled infants i from
birth to age three I may be
deprived of an education.
The only alternative
available for these chilren
private
be
would
programs.
However, there are
very few of these programs
in existence, and each has
a long waiting list.
Most private infant
programs are funded
through various government agencies. Only time
will tell whether these

children.
AIM caters to ithildren
with various disabilites
such as Down’s Syndrome,
Cerebral Palsy and other
neurological disorders.
The program receives
its money from the San
Andreas Regional Center.
which is a state agency.
So far, public infant
programs are only one of
the cutbacks for disabled
children.
Before the cutback,
parents of disabled
children had a choice of
private
or
public
education.
are no
there
Now,
choices.
Without a choice, some

children will end up
without needed help in
their formative years.
Evidence indicates
that intervention beginning
in the first two years the
years of rapid growth and
development -- is more
that
than
effective
beginning later in the
child’s life.
These children need
professional help from the
time they’re diagnosed in
order to have any hope that
they may develop to their
fullest potential.
One possible solution
would be for parents of
disabled children to write
their legislators to help
them plan appropriate
laws to serve their
children.
Another solution would
be for the government to
halt the cutbacks of the
public infant programs.
The
government,
however, has offered a
third solution. This solution
is to implement home
programs for disabled
infants.
Legislative changes
take time. They could be
effective in the long-run,
but not as an immediate
solution.
Leaving
infant
programs alone would be
the best solution, since
these programs have
already been proven ef-

fective.
The third solution,
home programs, would not
be as effective.
Home programs are a
way of pacifying the
parents of disabled
children, a token offered by
the federal government.
So far, the government
hasn’t submitted an
concrete guidelines for this
proposal. It has only been
suggested as one alternative to public infant
programs.
Children who are
developmentally disable
need to be in school every
day. It doesn’t help to have
physical therapy once a
week. Their education is a
vital part of their
development.
We must not deny these
children the right to an
education.
Without the support of
the federal government,
parents will not be able to
keep their disabled
children, due to the high
costs of specialized care
and education they need.
It is essential public
infant programs continue.
Our tax dollars must be fed
back into the community to
serve these children.
We do not need to refill
and
hospitals
our
protective servies with
these children, as was done
10 to 15 years ago.
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the mailbag
Minorities aren’t
"disadvantaged"
Editor:
This letter is in reply to the article written by Scott Shifrel,
headlined "New counseling center
combines program."
I object to your use of the word
disdvantaged in describing those
minority students that seek help
from univerity programs such as
EOP.
Your use of the word "disadvantaged" is used very loosely and
allows for very negative connotations such as minority students
are handicapped or strange.
The word "disadvantaged"
should not be used anymore to
describe minority students.
We are not disadvantaged in any
way. If you mean by the word
disadvantaged that we are lowincome, say it as such.
but in no way are we
"sociologically disadvantaged" or
"students with learning problems,"
as you state in your article.
Chicanos, Afro-Americans,

Asians and all other minorities have
always comtibuted to this society
and will continue to do so.
Perhaps our cultures and valuesystems are different than yours,
but they are rich and meaningful
and in no way "a disadvantage!"
Rocio P. Fierro
Economics
junior

Reader tells how
to review films
Editor:
Not many letters have appeared
regarding the Entertainer, but I
must question Vivian Vasquez’s film
review of "Deathtrap" in the
Thursday, April 1 edition.
While not extensively familiar
with the fine art of literary
criticism, one thing remains obvious: if a critic recounts the entire
plot of a film there is not sense in
going to see it.
Furthermore, it would not be
long before newspapers and

magazines were bombarded by
anyone can
amateur critics
recount a plot. The fine art of
criticism would be lost.
What does this "art" consist of?
I perceive it as being a probing
interpretation of the movie. Audiovisual effects, acting, directing and
producing ability are all usually
relevant topics for review.
The significance or creativity
of the theme is the overall factor.
Finally, critics give readers a taste
of the film, some excerpt that is
useful to either alert them to see it or
dismiss it as mediocre and not worth
81.50.
I was appalled that Ms. Vasquez
chose to ignore critic guidelines. No
mention was given to the acting of
Caine, Reeves and Cannon who
were all superb).
No credit was given to the
imaginative web of deceptions. No, I
take that back she spelled out the
entire web instead of giving readers
a tantalizing taste.
Lastly, visual effects and
transition, which contributed to
’Deathtrap’s’ shock value, were
overlooked.
Despite my criticism of

Vasquez’s review, the Entertainer’s
reviews are mostly well thought out
and helpful to moviegoers. But
please, no more recounts.
Patty Ka mysz
Journalism
sophomore

Director’s actions
are questioned
Editor:
I would like to respond to Cathy
Cordova’s comments about the
"extravagance" of providing sign
language interpreters for workshops
during Lesbian and Gay Awareness
Week.
As director of non-traditional
minority affairs, she is supposed to
represent disabled students. How
then, does she justify asking for
justification for interpreters?
Last year Disabled Students’
Services funded the interpreters
which were provided for almost all
events. I know, because I hired all of
them.
The issue here is not where the
money should come from, but
rather, how does Cordova purport to
represent deaf students when she
thinks that meeting our needs is
"extravagant?"
Sheryl Kaplan
Class of ’81

Apathetic turnout
helps Rec Center
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Editor:
"A place to play", is what
Fullerton described the Rec Center
as.
Ten dollars per semester, soon
to be between $25 and $40 per
semester, is not a small amount for
me to pay for a playroom.
I am here at SJSU for an
education; therefore, my education
comes first. With Governor Brown’s
fund freeze in effect, I feel there are
other ways the A.S. could use the
money being put into the Rec
Center.
Agreed, the Rec Center could
aid student health a great deal, if the
center were used, and it may be just
what the campus needs as a focal
point, but this is not the issue right
now.
Even if all plans for the Rec
Center were affirmed, the building
is only hoped to be built by 1985,
three years from now.
Presently, teachers who rely on
supplies to make a course more
interesting are suffering. Students in
need of financial aid are being
turned down. Even work study
students waiting for placement
cannot start until the freeze
"melts."

For now, the Rec Center money
would be more beneficial if used in
some of these areas. Work study and
financial aid students need to be able
to pay for their education before the
burden of the Rec center is
unloaded.
I am, by no means, against the
Rec Center. The fee increase will be
felt, but as a dance student, I know
that exercise and recreation are
important. Maybe the center is a
good idea, but right now our
educations are in trouble.
Let’s conquer one problem
before we move on to the next!
Nancy Diaz
Theater Arts/Dance
freshman

Rec center funds
needed elsewhere
Editor:
I was very disappointed when I
picked up the Spartan Daily last
Friday and read that the proposed
Recreation Center had passed.
First of all, a project that involves $13 million should be voted on
by more of the student body.
With an enrollment of approximately 24,000 students, only
3,000 even bothered to vote. The Rec
Center passed with 1,668 yes to 1,165
no votes, a difference of 503 votes.
the fact that the polls showed
only a 12.5 percent turn-out of the
entire student body should tell us
that the Rec Center is unimportant
to the majority of the school.
Why should we indulge in such a
major project when most of the
student body didn’t consider it
important enough to even take a few
minutes out of their day to vote?
It seems it would be a waste to
build a social center in such an
apathetic school.
Secondly, I really don’t think
that the majority of the student body
is aware of the potential fee increase
that will be caused by the Rec
Center. The reasoning is obvious
from the chain of events that happened last semester.
First there was a raise in the
student fees from $130.50 last
semester to $193.00 this semester. At
the first sign of an additional fee
increase for next semester,
thousands of letters were sent to the
governor’s office, objecting to the
hike. Because of the overwhelming
opposition to those increases, Gov.
Brown stopped the proposed fee hike
for next semester.
Now, only a few months later, a
minority of the student body has
asked for, and will receive an increase in student fees. Sure, it’s only
$10 next fall, and then "approximately" 840 more to be added
in the fall of 1984, but to those of us
who support ourselves, it’s a lot of
money to squander.
I believe that in order to get such
a major proposition passed, a

certain percentage of the entire
student body should have to approve
it. If 50 percent, instead of 12.5
percent, of the students at San Jose
State really wanted the Rec Center,
maybe I could accept its approval a
little better.
Jeff Brown
Business Management
sophomore

,40

Compassion for
others is needed
Editor:
I am a 52-year-old re-entry
student. It is hard for me to believe
that people old enough and intelligent enough to be in college
would behave as some I have read
about lately in the Daily.
First we heard about a racial
slur uttered by one student against
another. I thought that all had gone
out with the hula hoop, at least in the
Bay Area (land of tolerance and
enlightenment).
Now we hear that a "vagrant"
woman was crying in the student
union and "everybody laughed."
What is this a high school in
some well-to-do neighborhood? Has
everyone been so insulated from
real life here in downtown San Jose?
In their present status as
students, they have the necessities
of life and hope for the future; but as
adults they should know that there
are many people who have neither,
and that it is sad rather than funny.
And there is no guarantee that they
will not be in the same position
someday.
the school of hard knocks is open
to all, and it is a great teacher.
Joseph Luft says, "Perhaps the
decay of a society coincides with the
disregard for the emotional rights of
others" and that we "find fairly
widespread emotional barbarism
today".
Nancy Bey, R.N.
graduate student
Health Science
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The Forum page is
your page.
The
Daily encourages
readers’ comments
on any topic. The
viewpoints
expressed in opinion
articles are those of
the
author.
Editorials appearing
on this page are the
opinion of the
Spartan Daily.
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Class schedule

continued from page 1
That first draft, or
"proof" of the class
schedule will probably
reach the Admissions and
Records office today.
Lawrence said, there
should be only a few minor
errors on the sheet and that
second proof, a final proof,
will be completed shortly.
Local advertising for
the publication has been
handled the past years by a
New Jersey company, as
well.
There has been
minimal advertising in the
schedule of classes and
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Lawrence and
both
Tomasso hope to keep it
that way. There will be 15
pages of advertising in the
124 page schedule.
There will also be a
revised calendar that will
replace the calendars that
appeared in previous
semesters, Lawrence said.
Lawrence said the new
calendar will be easier to
understand for the student.
as well as being more attractive and organized in
its structure.
The cover of the fall
1982 schedule of classes
will feature a graphic

illustration of the 1900
SJSU football team. The
cover was rendered by the
University Community
Relations and will be in
blue.
Lawrence said blue is
only one of eight colors
available for artwork on
the schedule of classes
cover. The others are
black, red, green, yellow,
gold, brown and orange.
"We’ve had complaints
about the color that we
have on our covers,"
Lawrence said. "that’s
because of our lack of
choice of colors."

Tomasso pointed out
that the majority of the
work done on the schedule
of classes is performed by
the Admissions and
Records office.
She said that the price
of the schedule has been 50
cents since the fall of 1977
and that advance tickets
are on sale through April 26
for the schedule.
"Students can buy a
ticket in the bookstore
before the schedule comes
out," Tomasso said. "Then
when the schedule of

classes are on sale,
students can give their
tickets to someone behind a
desk and get their book
without
immediately
waiting in line."
Tomasso said that
students look forward to
the unveiling of the class
schedule.
"The schedule is one
publication that studetns
really look forward to
reading," Tomasso said.
"It’s very gratifying for us
in Admissions and Records
to work on a schedule that
students appreciate.";

Around other campuses

Death tunnel opens
OAKLAND, Calif. AP Authorities superintendent E.R. Mayo.
concerned about gawking or jittery . He discribed the tube as "ugly but
motorists lowered the speed limit for usable" as crews worked overtime to clear
yesterdays reopening of a tunnel that last debris and replace emergency telphones
week became a fiery tomb for seven damaged in the fire and explosion after a
people.
bus clipped a tanker laden with 8,800
"We’re kind of concerned people gallons of gasoline.
wouldn’t want to go through the northern
The disaster, which occurred shortli
bore of the three-tube Caldecott Tunnel," after midnight Wednesday, left the tunnei
said Glenn Betun, a maintenance engineer littered with thousands of tiles that peeled
for the California Department of Tran- of the ceiling and walls in temperatures
sportation.
higher than 1,000 degrees.
Investigators said preliminary fin "But they’ll have to go through when
the tube reopens for the evening commute dings and eyewitness accounts indicated
west to San Francisco and Oakland," he that the bus swerved to avoid a stalled car
before it struck the tanker.
said,
Normally, the tunnel speed limit is 50
"People will be cautious coming
then
mph,
but signs posted yesterday warned
through here for about a month,
forget it ever happened," said tunnel motorists to slow to 35 mph, Rehm said.

Athletic budget cuts, charges of racism surface at colleges
Defying the administration’s
SACRAMENTO
desires, the Associated Students at California State
Univesrity at Sacramento slashed its annual allocation to
the school’s athletic department by 12 percent.
In its tentative budget for 1982-83 ( pending the approval of the university’s president), the Associated
Students parceled $40,000 to Sacramento State’s athletic
department, $5,000 less than it gave to intercollegiate
athletics last year.
Although it represented a cutback, the $40,000
allocation was $2,000 more than the amount the A.S.
finance committee had recommended.
Sacramento State’s athletic department had
requested a $50,000 chunk of the projected $410,000 AS.
budget for 1982-83.
The university’s administration, which opposed the 12

percent cut because it "will sharply delimit the athletic
program," can officially voice its displeasure with the
proposed AS. budget through a veto from the university
president.
"Part of me wants to recommend a veto," said Tim
Comstock, Sacramento State’s dean of students and the
administration’s AS. representative.
Racism Charged
LONG BEACH Filling the air with a fusillade of
angry accusations, a group of irate black students at
California State University at Long Beach charged one of
the two campus newspapers with racism and demanded
that drastic action be taken against the publication in
retaliation.
The charges of racism, coming at an open forum
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The Pre-Med Club will
meet at 1:30 p.m. today in
Dudley Moorehead Hall,
room 416. For more information call Sean
McElligott at 295-5156.

11:1

Black Students in
Engineering will meet at 6
p.m.
tomorrow
in
engineering, room 148. For
more information call
Thomas A rzu at 287-8999.
The
Marketing
Association deadline for
those who wish to be included in the Marketing
Resume Book is tomorrow
in Business Classrooms
315. For more information
call Michael Rossin at 2887871.
Career Planning and
Placement will have oncampus interviews at 1:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Ballroom.

PRSSA will meet today
and tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
in Dudley Moorehead Hall,
room 161. For more information call Joni Padron
at 292-0284.
Student Health Service
will present a lecture on the
pros and cons of physical
activity from noon to 1 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Council Chambers. For
more information call
Oscar Battle at 277-3622 or
277-2222.
Campus Crusade for
Christ will meet at 7:15
p.m. today in Spartan
Memorial Chapel. For
more information call Ron
at 277-8297 or Rich at 2778932.
The Media Coalition
will have a meeting and
election of officers at 3:30
p.m. tomorrow in Journalism, room 101. For more

Information call
Chavez at 277-3345.

Ray

Campus
United
Christian Ministry will
have a Fellowship SupperThai Food from 5:30 p.m.
to 7 p.m. today at Jonah’s
Wail on 10th and San Carlos
streets. For more information call Natalie
Shiras at 298-0204.
The Campus Christian
Center will host a Bible
Study: Image of War and
Peace from 12 p.m. to 1
p.m. today in the S.U.
Montalvo Room. For more
information call Natalie
Shiras 298-0204.
ASPB Forums will
present Maxwell Glen and
Cody Shearer at noon today
in the S.U. Amphitheater
on the S.U. Upper Pad. For
more information call
Martha Brandt at 277-2807.
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Most of the students present at the forum did not find
the satirical piece humorous, calling it a blatant example
of racism.
"Any ideology projected that is negative to black
people is racist," said a spokesman for Long Beach
State’s Black Student Union.
Chris Willman, the Union Daily editor, denied all
charges of racism.
However, many of the students were vehement in
their allegations, demanding either punitive or refor-
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matory action be taken against the paper.
"I personally would like to see the whole paper shup.
down because I don’t feel they’re responsible," said Debi
Younger, an accounting major.
"I would like to see whoever did it fired and removed
from the publication permanently," said Aziza Fe, a
criminal justice major.
Long Beach State’s Black Student Union demanded
that black students’ registration fees which help fund the
Union Daily be withheld and given to the blacks so they
can start their own newspaper, or that the Union Dail)
completely restructure its editorial board so it includes
black members.
"We have approached various campus minority
groups and asked them to join and none do," said Arnold
Springer, the paper’s faculty adviser.
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PAINTED His WAY

PAPER WORK GOT YOU
BOGGED DOWN?

JOIN US FOR A TALK ON

sponsored by the school’s Associated Students, stemmed
from a bogus article printed in the Union Daily satirizing
Ron Settles, a black football player who was found dead in
a local jail last summer. Amidst cries of foul play, police
ruled the widely publicized death was a suicide.
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Chapter president speaks out

ERA proponents struggle
These

By Vivian Vasquez

Fifty-nine years ago, Alice Paul,
head of the
National Women’s Party,
introduced the Equal
Rights Amendment in
Congress.
"We’ve been attempting to pass it ever
since," said Myra Beals,
president of the San JoseSouth Bay Chapter of the
National Organization for
Women (NOW).
"Basically, the Equal
Rights Amendment adds to
the Constitution a
against
prohibition
discrimination based on
gender or sex, which does
not currently exist in the
Constitution."
According to Beals one
of the main effects of the
ERA would be to achieve
permanent economic
equality for women.
"Another key point of
the amendment that people
fail to understand is that it
will not force anyone to do
anything," Beals said.
"What it does is insure that
people have a full range of
options and choices
available.
"It gives the bases for
making sure if a woman
decides to work outside the
home, she’s guaranteed the
right to do so on an equal
. footing with men."
The deadline date for
38 states to ratify the
amendment is June 30,
1982.
Presently, ERA is
short three states of being
ratified.
"Personally, I think
that when we get the next
state to ratify, there will be
a rush for the other states
not to be the last," Beals
said. "Right now, we’re
trying for that one:"
Nationally, statewide
and locally, efforts are
being coordinated as part
of an overall mobilization
plan to ratify the amendment.
One of the major
projects on the national
level is a media campaign
directed at producing
commercials for television
and radio.
"They’ve two different
purposes," Beals said.
"One, is that the commercials are aimed at
raising awareness and
support within the
unratified states so people
can put pressure on their
legislators to ratify.
Second, the ads are also
aimed at raising money.
The national media
campaign is exceedingly
expensive, Beals said,
adding ,ratified states
continue to fund the media.
However, hundreds of
thousands of dollars are
needed to continue the
media campaign.
The
commercials
include a variety of
celebrities. One of the
advertisements is followed
by 60 seconds of celebrities
such as Alan Alda, Jean
Stapleton and Marlo
Thomas saying "Help pa.s
the ERA."

cuitittie rc i a ls

are bing shown on Channel
2 in California.
Beals said the major
focus at this point is getting
the commercials shown in
unratified states.
NOW has targeted
Oklahoma, Florida,
Virginia and Illinois as the
four states most likely to
ratify the ERA.
"It’s really hard to tell
in this situation which
states will ratify at this
point in time," Beals said.
"In Virginia, fur instance, Governor James B.
Hunt, Jr. is a very strong
supporter of the ERA.
However, the Virginia
legislature doesn’t even
open until June," she said.
"In Illinois, we’ve been
repeatedly close to getting
it. Illinois has a procedural
rule which they put in effect pretty much to block
the amendment. The state
requires a three -fifths
majority to pass a Constitutional amendment
instead of a simple
majority."
Oklahoma did not pass
the amendment. It was
defeated in the Senate.
However, it will be reintroduced in the House in
the near future, according
to Beals.
On a state-wide basis,
California has orgnized an
ERA mobilization project.

heals added that the

project consists of several
message
efforts:
brigading, phone banking,
fund raising, speaker’s
bureaus and support for
these efforts which began
in November 1981.
"In a couple of areas of
the state, a number of
chapters have banded
together and are doing a
coordination mobilization
effort in their surrounding
community," Beals said.
special
a
"There’s
mobilizaton office in San
Francisco serving the Bay
Area. There’s another such
office in Los Angeles."
San Jose’s chapter had
their first mass community
meeting on Dec. 5, 1981.
"We had an excellent
turnout," Beals said. "We
had over 60 people who had
not been involved before
any of the effort. They not
only came to the meeting,
but stayed and signed up
for various committees.
We can hardly put them to
work fast enough."
Locally, the San Jose
chapter has beeing doing
all the project activites and
has implemented its own
phone -banking
special
project call Relatives for
ERA.
According to Beals, the
national headquarters of
NOW has adopted the
project.

1 he basic idea of the
concept is that virtually
everyone in California
didn’t grow up here," Beals
said. "They came from
somewhere else and
probably know someone,
has a relative or friend in
an unratified state. We tap
into these resources.
"When our phone
bankers call, they ask if the
people have contacts in
unratifed states and get
permission to contact these
people."
NOW does two things
with this information.
First, the organization
sends a letter from San
Jose in the person’s name
that gave the chapter the
contact, saying: ’Jane Doe,
your cousin in San Jose,
has indicated that you
would probably be supportive of the Equal Rights
Amendment. Here are the
people in your state you
could contact if you want to
help.’
the
Second,
organization sends the
contact’s name, address
and phone number to the
state coordinators in the
unratifed states to add to
their phone banking and
contact lists to generate
more support.
One of the major obstacles of the ERA campaign has been the Mormon
church, Beals said.
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"I think that one of the
effects of the Reagan
adminstration is that his
policies have become
blatantly clear, especially
his desire to keep women
bare-foot and pregnant and
in the home," Beals said.
"I believe this accounts for the great increase in membership that
NOW has seen, not just in
California but nationwide."
In the event the ERA is
not passed, it’ll be immediately reintroduced ( in
its exact working) to the
legislation in Washington
D.C., according to Beals.
There will also be a move
to introduce the amend-

to
tui

ment as an addition to the
state
of
California’s
Constitution.
"We’re already plaing
a July 1 action that will
take place, win or not,"
Beals said. "We’re going to
make it the largest political
demonstration D.C. has
ever seen."
Beals
said
the
demonstration will have
two purposes.

Si

S.

"One, if we ratify, it’s
to tell the country, we’re
not going away," Beals
said. "Two, if we don’t
ratify, we’ll be showing the
country our number and
that we’re not going away.
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yourself, the system workedand there’s a bright future
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of the dollars being spent
by the Mormon Church in
its campaign against the
ERA.
"What we’ve done is
generate enough support
within the membership of
the church to tell the
church this is not what the
church should be doing,"
Beals said. "Our indications are that the
Mormon
Church
has
becked off considerably."
Beals
indicated
another obstacle would be
the right-wing conservatives.
"Reagan has certainly
not helped," Beals said.
"He’s outspokenly opposed
the Equal Rights Amend-

For innovative grads,
there’s no place
quite like Syva.

(4:f
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states.

NOW is retaliating
the
Mormon
against
Missionary Project.
People either left their
jobs or took time off to join
the Missionary Project, a
that
sent
project
missionaries to homes to
inform people of the
church’s actions.
"Because there is a
large Mormon population
in California," Beals said,
"The Mormon Missionary
Project is also active in this
state."The thrust of it has
been to get the church to
just back off. It’s an effort
to separate church from
state.
The project
discovered many Mormon
households were unaware
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by Dan Evans

Myra Beals discusses why she thinks the ERA still has a chance of being ratified by the three remaining
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Academic senators
to debate over hot,
cold campus issues
By Cindy Maro
Academic Senators
will debate at their April 19
meeting whether minimum
and
maximum
room
temperatures must be
established for campus
classrooms and offices.
Jo Whitlatch, chairwoman of the senate’s
committee on committees,
told senators at their
March 29 meeting that she
plans to introduce a
resolution about temperature requirements.
"I think problems with
temperatures are very
severe on this campus,"
Whitlatch said. "The life
span of the books will be
severely shortened if the
temperature in the library
is too high this summer.."

S.

by Karen Sorenson

Planting in the rain is no bed of roses
much as his leafy friends. Today’s weather forecast is for
partly cloudy skies.

Although April showers bring May flowers, ground worker
John Hopkins doesn’t appear to appreciate the wet stuff as

KSJS to broadcast Sci-Fi drama
S.

By Holly Tagller
Radio station KSJS FM 91
continues
to experiment with the genre of radio drama
this semester as it broadcasts the final
segment of the science-fiction saga, "The
Kalmooz Trilogy."
The play consists of three 15-minute acts
which will be aired on consecutive Wednesday evenings beginning tomorrow night at
8.
According to producer-director Fred
Barling, it is not necessary to have followed
the first two segments to understand the plot.
Rather, Barling said, it is like seeing a sequel
to "Star Wars" the characters may be the
same but the plot is different.
Radio-drama taps an area
of
imagination, Barling said, that was lost with
the advent of television.
"There’s no sight, everything has to be
sound," he said.
"If you are going to have pink elephants

walking across the stage it has to sound like
pink elephants and not blue ones."
"There’s a lot more to a radio play than
people think," Barling continued, including
writing, casting and recording.
The trilogy, according to Barling, has a
cast of 30 students and has been a rather timeconsuming venture. Post-production work, all
that is entailed in putting the drama on the air
once it has been recorded, exceeds 100 hours
per 45-minute broadcast, he said.
"Mixing" is a phase of post-production
work which brings separate recordings
togethervoice, sound effects, music-on one
tape, Barling explained. The experience has
been an educational one for Barling and
associate producer Gina Tomasi.
In one experiment the voices of alien
"Dozacs" were first recorded and then
synthesized in SJSU’s Music Department
Barling said, to create a "computer" quality
in the sound.

"We are very fortunate to have the help of
Professor Allen Strange of the Music
Department," Barling said. "This has
allowed us to save money that we don’t have
anyway."
As another example, sound effects were
needed to dramatize a spaceship being
sucked into the sun’s radiation, Barling said.
"Noise" in the recording system was
repeatedly recorded and amplified, he explained.
Recording voices simultaneously with the
sound effects produced recurring noise
control problems, Barling said.
"Every electronic system has a bit of
noise in it." he explained. "It (the noise)
came back to haunt us in places we didn’t
even think we had recorded it."
Barling said he is attracted to radio
drama because it can be produced on a zero
budget and is more satisfying that film
because the results are more immediate. _

At an earlier meeting,
Ted Norton, political
science professor, introduced a resolution that
would authorize the
dismissal of classes and the
closing of facilities if inside
temperatures fall below 62
degrees.
Norton’s proposal was
a response to the cold
temperatures that have
plagued the Business
Tower
and
Business
Classrooms since the
semester began.
The lack of heat results
from ventilation system

Norton’s resolution
was referred to the
senate’s financial affairs
which
committee,
recommended that no
policy be established about
the
problem.
But
Whitlatch’s resolution will
bring the question before
the senate again.
Not everyone agreed
that the senate should
establish a temperature
requirement.
"Can’t we leave this to
intelligent deans?" asked
Tony
Robinson,
A.S.
president.
Hobert
Burns,
academic vice president,
said earlier he prefers to
leave class dismissal up to
the discretion of the school
deans.
"What’s too hot or too
cold can vary ( from
teacher to teacher),"
Burns said.
But sometimes low
temperatures aren’t due to
design problems or faulty
equipment, said Tom

not to use energy to heat
rooms above 65 degrees.
Sixty-five degrees can be
very
uncomfortable,"
McGinley said.
Air conditioning cannot
be used in rooms unless the
temperature is above 78
degrees, he added.

With Varian,
You Have A Choice
Varian Associates is a broadly diversified high technology company that offers
YOU 0 choice of career paths Graduates in EE. ME or Physics can choose our Palo
Alto Microwave Tube Division, the world’s leading producer of microwave tubes
Varian’s oldest and largest division. Microwave Tube, offers you a range of
opportunities to get involved in research, development design, manufacture and
support of 1Wts. Klystrons. and Gyrotrons Prefer a smaller organization? Choose
our Elmac Derision in San Carlos, where we’re working on the state of the all in
high-power electron and x-ray tubes, advanced high-intensity illuminator systems.
and ceramic-to-metal products

But even if you don’t win one,
as an ROTC cadet, youll still receive
financial assistance. Up to $1,000 a
year for your last two years of ROTC
If you’d like a job waiting kir
you after college, do what Maulice
Buchanan did.
Apply for an Army ROTC
scholarship. Today.
And begin your future as an
officer.

Rom

Room temperatures focus
of upcoming senate forum

varian

MAURICE BUCHANAN ’TURNED
DOWN A BASKETBALL SCHOLARSHIP
FOR AN ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
’1 knew I needed to go to
college. 1 needed to get that ticket
punched to be successfur says
Maurice. "Why did I select an Army
scholarship over a basketball scholarship? Because I knew I’d
have a job after graduation. And that’s
more than a lot of my peers could say.
"I may stay in the military.
But if I decide to get out, I’ve got the
best job reference in the worlda
commission in the United States
Army."
Army ROTC can do the same
kir you.
Qualify, and you can win
an ROTC scholarship. as Maurice
did. Each scholarship covers tuition, books, and more.

design problems, Bill McGinley, chief of Plant
Schooler, interim director Operations.
of Plant Operations, said
The state "required us
earlier.

AT SAN JOSE STATE
SEE CAPTAIN STEVE FROBERG,
ROOM 310
MACQUARRIE HALL

On-Campus Interviews
April 26
As you follow your career paths at vorian, your choices will be aided by your
association with some of our industries’ leading scientists and engineers. And by
the availability of graduate programs and counseling at some of the nation’s
leading schools, like our neighbor. stanrord University Make an appointment
today with your Career Planning and Placement Center Of write Varian Associates, 611 -DH Hanson Way, Palo Alto, California 94303. We are an equal
opportunity employer
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SJSU’s dual meet
streak snapped at 31

by Dan Evans

SJSU pole vault star Felix Bohni readies himself for a vault in the Martin Luther King Games that were held Saturday
April 3 at Stanford. Bohni came in second place in the event. Teammate Simon Kilili did a little bit better, winning the
10,000 meters and setting a new meet record

By Mike Thomas
The SJSU men’s track
team had won 31 straight
home dual meets until last
Saturday when the Spartans were beaten twice by
Cal, 8648, and Oregon
State, 84-76.
Cal, led by world-class
110-meter high hurdler
Larry Cowling, was the
class of the meet as the
Bears easily outdistanced
OSU, 87 1/2-67 1/2 and also
won the triangular portion
of the meet.
Cowling won the 110meter high hurdles in 13.4
then came back to take the
100 meters in 10.9 and the
200 meters in 20.8.
When Cowling wasn’t
ruining the Spartans,
OSU’s Kasheef Hassan
was.
Hassan, the 1980 NCAA
400 meter champion, ran
away with the quarter-mile
race, outdistancing his
closest opponent by almost
15 yards.
Hassan also took
second in the 200 meters
behind Cowling.
The Beavers also got a
strong performance from
middle distance runner
Mark Fricker. Fricker set
meet
two
OSU-SJSU
records in winning the 1500

and 800 meters.
Fricker took the lead at
the beginning of the race in
the 1500 and was never
challenged,
seriously
winning the race in 3:46.5.
SJSU’s Stan Ross
dropped out of the race on
the first lap because of
knee problems, according
to SJSU distance coach
Marshall Clark.
"He was having a
problem with them (knees)
all week and it was
questionable whether he
would run," Clark said.
"That’s why we red-shirted
him last year."
In the 800, Fricker
pulled away from the field
in the back straight away
and sprinted to victory with
a time of 1:50.4.
There were some
bright spots for the
Spartans. Essodina Atchade, Joel Wyrick, Bernie
Holloway, Simon Kilili and
Feliz Bohni continued to
dominate their respective
events.
Atchade won the long
jump ahead of teammate
Craig Roberts.
Wyrick took the high
jump with a jump of 6-8 in
an event that was severely
hampered by the wind and
wet conditions.

Lady golfers don’t like rain
Theses a nose of Men the& don’t lit in,
A race that can’t stay still;
So they brash the hearts ,’kith and kin,
And they roans the world at will.

By Stewart Emerson
Rain is one of man’s
most precious natural
resources. Unfortunately
for Coach Mark Gale and
his Lady Spartans golfers,
lately it is also one of the
most abundant.
Last week’s Lady Sun
Devil Tournament in
Phoenix is a case in point.
Although the temperature
were in the high 70s to low
80s, and the skies were
nearly spotless throughout
the three-day, 54-hole
tournament, it was the
never-ending onslaught in
hometown San Jose that
had Gale’s golfers running
for shelter.

Robert Serrice
The Mee That Don’t Fit In

Prior to the Arizona
trip, the SJSU golfers had
practiced a total of zero
days. With that in mind,
Gale figured his team
would finish about fourth in
the tournament, which they
did with a 904 total.
But the Lady Spartans
had to really fight to finish
in the fourth spot. After
their first round score of
304, they were 17 strokes
behind team leader
Arizona State. Oklahoma
State was second at 293. In
fact, the first seven
finishers in the first round
were
warm -weather
schools; Arizona State,
Oklahoma, Tulsa, Arizona,
Texas, New Mexico and
USC.
Oklahoma went on to
win the team title with a
891. Tulsa, which also
finished at 891, ended up

The Black Sheep of
Canadian Liquors.

letup, Gale isn’t making
cuses. He said the
any
team will practice this
week at Fairway Glenn
golf course, working
mainly on putting and
chipping around the green.
"We’ll just have to
practice in the rain, that’s
all," Gale said.
He said the weather so far
hasn’t damaged the team’s
goal for a national
championship, it has just
made the ground a little

SAN
FRANCISCO
(API The first baseball
game of the season at
Candlestick Park, which
rocked with football cheers
just three months ago,
matches the San Diego
Padres and San Francisco
Giants.
Perhaps because they
hope the magic of the San
Francisco 49ers’ success is
contagious, the Giants
have invited 49ers Coach
Bill Walsh to throw out the
ceremonial first pitch
Tuesday. Then Giants
rookie Alan Fowlkes and
former Giant John Montefusco are scheduled to

A SPB presents

TODAY at noon

Conn Sob Awes

SA’

11101 Cbed Orleen

wet.
"If it rains through
next week," he said, "then
it would hurt us." The Lady
Spartans leave at the end of
April for the most important tournament until
National
the
NCAA
Championships, the
Women’s Southern Intercollegiate Tournament
in Athens, Ga.
"We’re on schedule for
the nationals," Gale said.
"On schedule."

Kilili also ran his
season best of 13:59.8 in the
5000, one-tenth of a second
nff the NCAA qualifying
standard.
Stan Ross established a
personal best in the King
games in the 5000 meters
with a time of 14:30.4.
The Spartans will next
be in action on Saturday at
San Jose City College for
the Bruce Jenner Classic.

take over the pitching.
A crowd of about 40,000
is expected for the Giants’
home opener.
On Jan. 10, Joe Montana of the 49ers threw a
pass to Dwight Clark, who
made a leaping endzone
catch for the touchdown
which beat the Dallas
Cowboys and sent the 49ers
into the Super Bowl, where
they claimed the National
Football League title with a
26-21 triumph over the
Cincinnati Bengals.
The 49ers were 1-2
early in the NFL season,
and their prospects were
considered just as bleak as

those of the Giants, who
stand 2-3 after seasonopening road games in Los
Angeles and Cincinnati.
San Diego brings a 1-3
record into Candlestick,
but new manager Dick
Williams has been encouraged by some good
pitching from his staff.
Fowlkes is one of
Giants’ Manager Frank
Robinson’s four
new
starting pitchers. The
pitcher lasted less than two
innings in his first big
league appearance, last
week in Los Angeles, and
tl*Giants hope he just had
a case rookie jitters.
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C
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Students.. .1 hanks for your business last semester! Em still
available for typing. ..term papers. letters. If resumes. I will
edit your work (sentence structure, spelling. and p -tualion) if necessary. Also do creative resumes and will
supply unlimited originals. Call MrrI Morton 266.94414
See Classified

PI

ARE YOU
COMING
UP SHORT AT
THE END OF
THE MONTH?

Yukon Jack.
’new Se’ KA/ r.,=,emeresea LKAmarr Ferment, rrrwesern

IP

Giants open home season

A one hundred proof potency that simmers
just below the surface. Yet, it’s so smooth and
flavorful, it’s unlike any Canadian liquor you
have ever tasted. Straight, mixed, or on the
rocks, Yukon Jack is truly a black
,heep. A spirit unto itself.

100 Proof.Strong and Smooth.

SJSU’s 400 meter relay
team beat a strong Cal
team when Ken Thomas
pulled away on the final leg
for a time of 41.3.
Thorstein Thorsson of
SJSU stepped in for the
injured Mathias Lilleheim
and won the javelin with a
throw of 194-6. Shawn
Perry of SJSU was third at
179-6.
Lilleheim, who has
been having problems with
his back, was operated on
April 2 to repair damage in
his right shoulder blade
area. Lilleheim will be out
of action for two more
weeks.
In the Martin Luther
King games held April 3,
Kilili had two more outstanding performances as
he won the 10,000 meters
and came in fourth in the
5000.
Kilili qualified for the
NCAA championships with
his winning time of 28:46.2
in the 10,000. The time also
set a school record for that
event.

’We’ll just have to practice
in the rain, that’s all. We’ll
be ok.’-----Coach Mark Gale
second after a "tiebreaker" which counted
the fifth golfer in the final
scoring. Arizona State
slipped to a 900 for third
place.
"The course played the
easiest the first day," Gale
said. He said his players
failed to capitalize on the
easier course conditions in
the first round. It was
mainly because of their
collapse in the first round
that put the Lady Spartans
in a tough position for the
final 36 holes.
Juli Inkster, whos).
name is usually one of the
top names on the leader
board, fell to 12th place
with a 74-75-75 224, 11
shots behind Oklahoma’s
Val Skinner, who grabbed
individual honors. Dana
Howe of New Mexico took
second with a 219.
Gale said the conditions in Arizona didn’t
pose any problems for the
Lady Spartans, it was just
lack of playing time.
"It was a little windy at
times, but other than that,
it was great," Gale said.
"If we get a couple of
practices this week, we’ll
be OK."
Although there is no
immediate sign of a rain

Holloway completely
dominated the field in the
400 meter intermediate
hurdles, setting a new OSUSJSU and Cal-SJSU meet
record in a time of 50.3.
Kilili pulled away in
the final turn to win the
5000-meter run. Kilili won
despite running a 12-mile
road race earlier in the
day.
Bohni passed in the
pole vault until the bar was
set at 17-3 and went on to
win at 17-7 because of fewer
misses at that height. Both
and Shannon
Bohni
Sullivan of OSU cleared 177 but they both missed in
three attempts at 18-0.

Maxwell Glen, Cody Shearer
Field Newspaper Syndicate
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By Mike Jones
The heavy rains that
have struck the Bay Area
this past week has taken its
toll against the SJSU
baseball team.
’ Scheduled to play nine
games over the Easter
break, the Spartans were
able to get in only three, a
three-game series against
Pacific Wednesday and
Thursday in which the
Spartans won two of three
games.
Two other series, one
against Fresno State
scheduled for April 2-3 was
cancelled due to rain.
There has been no make-up
date as of yet.
The other series
against Long Beach State,
scheduled for this past
weekend, was also cancelled. Long Beach State
played in a tournament
instead at Fresno State.
When the Spartans
were able to play against
Pacific, they made the
most of it. The Spartans
won a single game WedMunicipal
nesday at
Stadium, 4-3, in 11 innings,
and split a doubleheader
Thursday at Pacific,
winning the first game, 8-2,
behind the six-hit pitching
of Ron Kolstad before
dropping the nightcap in
nine innings (originally
Scheduled for seven), 5-4.
The victories over
Pacific leave the Spartans
2-1 in the early portions of
the second half of the
California
Northern
Baseball Association.

PEACE
CENTER Community resource
center for information on the
military draft, pucker weapons,
and nulear
racism. sexism,
’ power Get informed, then get
involved
Open weekday at
ternoons at 570 5 10th St San

his
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ing
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JOSE

Jose. or call (408 297 2299
us Give Peace a Chance
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meets
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CLUB
SIERRA
Tuesday at 7-30 pm,in the
Ras . in the Student
Goad
Union Activities include skiing.
backpacking, climbing.cycling.
parties and more
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Elect a SJS graduate and a 20 year
resident of the campus coon
munity to San Jose City Council
District Three
Vote Tim Fitzgerald June 8th
’ COME OUT AND JOIN US! TheGeY
and Lesbian Student Union meets
every Thu at Ipm. Guadalupe
ern in the Student Union For
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In the first game of
Thursday’s doubleheader,
the Spartans fell behind, 20, on a two-run homerun by
Mike Dutra in the second
inning. But that was all the
Tigers would get off
Kolstad as he scattered six

hits while striking out three
in posting his fourth win
against four losses.

But winning two of three from the Tigers was gratifying
enough, for SJSU was swept earlier this year

The Spartans came
back to score three runs in
the fourth, two in the
eighth, and three insurance
runs in the ninth for the
win.
In the second game of
the doubleheader, the
Spartans lost a heartbreaker in dropping a close
5-4 decision.
Down 4-3 in the
seventh, the Spartans tied
the score to send the game

However, the Tigers
won the game in the bottom
of the ninth when they led
off with a triple. Menges
then ordered pitcher John
McLarnan to intentionally
walk the next two batters to

A BOOKSTORE FOR
EVERY BUDGET

LOOK AT YOURSELF!

Paperbacks and hardbacks
Science fiction
Records
Buying, Selling, & Trading

HAPPY HOUR
Mr.
dilk1111
IleZigg/solf-

COPI
ES
21/er
411605V
HMS

unskilled?
unemployed?
under paid?

Are you...

Do you want.., modern work skills?
new job opportunities?

Cone in
rind
Browse!

MOn.Frilr.

Nevada-Reno in which he
pitched over 13 innings.
The Spartans will try to
keep up their winning ways
when they travel to
Nevada-Reno this weekend
to do battle with the
Wolfpack. The two teams
will play in a Friday night
game beginning at 7:30 and
with a noon
finish
doubleheader on Saturday.

set up a force at any base.
It all went for naught as the
next Tiger batter hit a fly
ball to right field deep
enough to bring in the
winning run.
The loss dropped
McLarnan’s record to 1-9.
It was the second time this
year he has lost a game in
extra innings, the first
coming at the hands of

when the next batter,
Dominguez, reached base
on an error by the right
fielder, to tie the score.

into extra innings.
In the inning, after
Trapani grounded out,
Willoughby singled. With
Gonsalves pinch running
for Willoughby, Rettagliata
followed with another
single. Robinson followed
by forcing Rettagliata at
second with a ground ball,
but advanced Gonsalves to
third. Gonsalves scored

Supplemental college reading

Sr00-6r00

Word processing positions
are waiting.

Saturday

10- Noon

Recycle Bookstore

138E.
SANSANTA
JOSE, CA 95128ST

kinko’s copies

OPEN DAILY
SUNDAYS

Let California Computer Training Corp.
train you now.

CALIFORNIA
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CORPORATION
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0.3 CAW II SAN ANIONIU
it 3,1 St
295 4,136
Vi I sari ( PHU’S Sill
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more info, call 277 8585 or 294

SS Per Hour For Research Project.
Need Dependable People 415
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money
working
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time.
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homemaker Flexible hours 415

AT Campus Christian
Center Sunday, Lutheran 10 45
am Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 P m
Protestant Fellowship Supper
Tuesday at S 300,11 Please Call
campus Ministry 298 0704 for

WORSHIP

.

worship

RACQUET
PROFESSIONAL
STRINGING Student discount
rates Pick up and Delivery
Fast Service. Call 9266026
ARTS.
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SCHOOL
Lincoln Ave Spring classes in
ballet, jazz, exercise. tap in
Per
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dividualized
forming experience offered Ph
7066118/998 2416

593 8609
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PT.
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Psych. HrriEc . ScK Wk
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713/hr
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round
High pay. $91002000
monthly.
All
fields parks,
lisheries, oil industry and more.
in
listings,
1982
Employer
formation guide

$495 Alasco.

1246 Aralanes, No 121 P o Box
60152. Sunnyvale. CA 94088
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carpet
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SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
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color TV. parking, cued living
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St Office 112 N 8th St 9980227
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Budget
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cellent position to win.
However, the next
batter, Willoughby, missed
a suicide squeeze that left
Minteer out at the plate.
Willoughby then managed
to walk and the winning run
came in when Rettagliata
single to score Mills. Ken
Rebiejo went the distance
for the Spartans, and according to Menges, pitched
"a real fine game."
Rebiejo gave up seven hits
while striking out four and
walking six.
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They finished the first
half with a disappointing 413 mark.
"We should have had
all three games," said
SJSU baseball coach Gene
Menges.
But winning two of
three from the Tigers was
gratifying enough for the
Spartans, for they were
swept by Pacific in a threegame series earlier this
year.
In Wednesday’s game,
things were not looking
good for the Spartans when
Pacific took a 3-0 lead after
three innings.
However, the Spartans
tied the score in the bottom
of the sixth inning.
Marko Trapani led off
the inning with a walk and
was singled to third by
Paul Willoughby. After Ed
Rettagliata struck out,
Gene Robinson singled to
score Trapani and Rick
Dominguez followed with a
double to score Willoughby.
After Scott Hertler was
intentionally walked to
load the bases, John
Gonsalves walked to bring
in the final run of the inning.
The two teams stayed
tied at three until the
bottom of the Ilth when the
Spartans pushed across a
run to win.
Jay Minteer led off
with a single and went to
second when the next
batter, Clay Mills, walked.
Trapani singled to load the
bases with no outs and put
the Spartans in an ex-
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MEDINA REMINISCES
continued from page 1
Even though he is on the steering committee of the
National Lawyers Guild !Harvard Chapter), the staff of
the Civil Rights Civil Liberties Law Review, the Harvard
( free public) Defenders and other campus organizations,
it is his work on the Harvard Law Record that seems
closest to his heart.
Medina said he "just writes" for the Record. Most
staffers there are requried to do paste-up, lay -out, editing
and other mundane chores.
He said he told the editors that "in the real world
there is always a prima-donna among the reporters."
Medina told them he was just "giving them practice" with
just such a reporter, he said with a gusty laugh
"Actually. I’m the only person I on staff I who was

even temporarily in journalism," he said.
Although Medina worked on the Weekly at SJSU. he
recieved his B.A. in sociology and political science. And
though he claims not to have gone to classes much, he
graduated SJSU last spring with a 3.74 average.
"I wouldn’t make much of a lawyer," he said, indicating his preference for journalism. "What do you
think a newspaper would rather have
a person with a
journalism degree or someone who can writer

He wrote a peice that "got picked up by the Wall
Street Journal," he said, meaning the Journal did a
similar story after his came out.
It was about students who used a word processor to
type exams on. "These people didn’t ask, they just used
them in class," he said, explaining that students hail
asked in the past but were refused.
Medina said he got the story using his favorite journalistic approach.

But in a more sober moment, after a game of
Asteroids, Medina pointed out that all his work for
newspapers was on a volunteer basis.
Just the same, his eyes lights up when he talks about
reporting.

"I went in there and told the dean of students I heard
there was a whole bunch of them accused of cheating." he
said. The dean then denied it, saying there were just a few
cheaters, Medina said with glee.
He calls this the "Nazi war criminal approach you
go in there and say ’Hey, I heard you were a Nazi war
criminal’ and they say ’oh no, I just tortured a few people."

’Rat Row’ cartoonist returns
By Scott Shifrel
Rats, rats, and more
rats.
You don’t see many at
SJSU anymore. That’s
probably because Michael
Medina, former A.S.
president, graduated last
spring and left town. Now
the rats have infested
Harvard Law School.
For 12 issues last year,
the A.S. bought full page
ads on the back of the Independent Weekly. The ad
looked like a front page and
featured a crazy, con-

The piece charged the
strip with politiking and
said it was poorly drawn. It
acidly intimated the artist’s anonymity was appalling.
The
strips
were
somewhat skillfully signed
with such pseudonyms as
"Seymour Butz" ton the
proposed
surviellance
cameras), "Stu Pidphool"
( on forced grading curves). "1. Sowlvadoor" ( on
the draft), and "Hu Dru
Thiss" Ion the Daily’s
editorial).

Medina produces cartoons
at Harvard Law School
troversial and confrontational cartoon called
"Rat Row." Most of the ad
was devoted to A.S. news,
events and position
openings.
Appearing on the lower
left-hand corner of the
"Associated
Students
Journal," the illustrated
rats were usually the only
"art" on the page.
Not that it couldn’t be
considered some bizaare
form of art
each their
own) but the strip served to
draw readers to the page
by being what newspaper
design people loosely call

Ito

The strip drew more
than readers. An editorial
in the Spartan Daily last
year fired a salvo of uncomplimentary comments
about
the
cartoon
comunique.
Sources close to the
Daily’s editorial board of
that semester, none of who
remain on the Daily,
confirmed the ballot for the
editorial was narrow and
uncontroversial. Most of
the editors elected not to
vote.
Nonetheless, the
oblique opinion of the official voice of the paper
called for the obliteration
of the obstinate little rats.

Most of the colorless
covered campus
questions. But the theme
was usually the same; antiapathy with a touch of
irony ( if you get involved
you’ll still get screwed, but
perhaps not as bad).
from
Back for a
Harvard Law School last
week, ex-A.S. president
Medina, expressed the rat
credo simply: "Even if you
win the race, you’re still a
rat."
Or course, Medina
abides by the same motif.
Although he never confessed to cartooning the
comical creatures, confidential commentators
have ratted on the rat.
It wouldn’t have been
tough to determine the
tireless tracer by keeping
tabs on SJSU’s institutional
gazette. In the Daily itself,
cartoonist Chuck Beckum
carved many a caricature
of the A.S. president.
Sometimes there would
be a little rat ir the corner
of a cartoon commenting
on the characters. Beckum
consistently included other
clues to the rat curator.
Week after week,
Beckum bombarded the
bearded, beerbellied A.S.
officer with a plethora of
perimpalatable
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sonifications put down on
the pages of the paper.
Media bore the brunt of
the burden with every
brickbat Beckum beamed
toward the A.S. But with
the onset of the infamous
editorial the beleaguered
politican said enough is
enough and ceased all
communication with the
Daily as well as stopping
production of the ponderous rodents.
Of course, it was
rumored by many an informed source that Medina
kept drawing ( usually in
Academic Senate meetings
and his own classes, it was
just
alleged); the
remained unpublished.
In order to save the
strip, a surrogate cartoonist filled in for the
reclusive rat reveler and
signed it "M. Poster."

( the edited enumeration of
"Rat Row") 18 Everette
Street, No. 12, Cambridge,
Mass. 02138.

Medina called himself the "controversy reporter" on
the paper. When asked how he does when there is no
controversy, he hastens to take a stab at his "favorite"
SJSU paper ( see related story
you make up
"Just like the Spartan Daily
Medina hasn’t changed a bit.

stories."
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The "Rat Row" rats left SJSU, but are happy at
Harvard. See related story on this page.
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Eventually,
the
original author was perresume
suaded
to
publication
of the
disrespectful rats.
Right now, a diligent
researcher can find a
somewhat less than
respectable
retailer
hawking rodents in Boston.
"All
actually
photocopied off notes from
class in Harvard," Medina
told a Daily reporter two
weeks ago.
What? Is he mending
his manner toward his
arch-nemisis by talking to
a reporter from "the
notorious campus rag"?
Had Medina gone mad or is
the
monotonous
melodrama ended with a
bit of mini-monologue?
No, the irreverent rat
is roundly repulsed by what
he still sees as a shallow
scandal sheet. He just
wants publicity for his
refurbished, less-than-palatable pulp.
For a copy of the 10page collection of Medina’s
menageries, he kindly
requests a paltry $1, plus
postage, sent by interested
parties to: "Rat Race"

a
University of California

Berkeley
This Summer
Eight-week session:
June 28August 20
To obtain a free copy of the Summer
Session Bulletin, containing full information and an application, call or write
Summer Session
22 Wheeler Hall
UC Berkeley
Telephone:
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 842-5611
Name
Address
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School
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